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(54) SOLAR POWER GENERATION SYSTEM

(57) A solar power generation system (100) includes a solar module (1), a power converter, and a control device
(6). The power converter is configured to control an output voltage of the solar module (1) such that the output voltage
matches a target output voltage. The control device (6) is configured to determine a lower limit value of the target output
voltage based on the following general formula. 

In the general formula, Irr denotes a used light intensity, and T denotes a temperature. VTL(Irr, T) denotes the lower
limit value of the target output voltage. VOC(Irr, T) denotes an open-circuit voltage of the solar module (1). The number
of the solar cells (10) connected in series is denoted by n. VBD(T) denotes a positive value of a reverse breakdown
voltage of one solar cell (10). A tolerable error is denoted by α.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a solar power generation system.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] A solar power generation system is disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No.
2004-280220 (JP 2004-280220 A). The solar power generation system disclosed in JP 2004-280220 A has a solar
module, a power conversion circuit, a control circuit, and a load. The solar module is configured by arranging a plurality
of solar cells having a predetermined electromotive force into an array.
[0003] In the solar module in which the solar cells are connected in series, a shaded solar cell acts as a load in an
electric circuit and consumes power. Consequently, the shaded solar cell may abnormally generate heat. A solar module
that uses a bypass diode is known to prevent abnormal heat generation. For example, a solar module in which a bypass
diode is connected in parallel with a plurality of solar cells is disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application
Publication No. 2011-249790 (JP 2011-249790 A).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] When the bypass diode has an open fault, a current flows in a shaded solar cell and causes abnormal heat
generation. In the present technical field, it is desirable to provide a solar power generation system that can reduce
abnormal heat generation of a solar cell by control.
[0005] An aspect of the present disclosure relates to a solar power generation system including a solar module in
which a plurality of solar cells are connected in series, a power converter connected to the solar module, and a control
device configured to determine a target output voltage. The power converter is configured to control an output voltage
of the solar module such that the output voltage matches a target output voltage. The control device is configured to
determine a lower limit value of the target output voltage based on the following general formula. 

[0006] In the general formula, Irr denotes a used light intensity, and T denotes a temperature. VTL(Irr, T) denotes the
lower limit value of the target output voltage under a certain used light intensity and a certain temperature. VOC(Irr, T)
denotes an open-circuit voltage of the solar module under a certain used light intensity and a certain temperature. The
number of solar cells connected in series is denoted by n. VBD(T) denotes a positive value of a reverse breakdown
voltage of one of the solar cells at a certain temperature. A tolerable error is denoted by α.
[0007] The aspect of the present disclosure achieves setting the lower limit value of the target output voltage by using
General Formula (1). When the target output voltage is below the lower limit value set by using General Formula (1)
with at least a part of the solar cells shaded, the shaded solar cell is conducted in a reverse breakdown state. In such
a case, the shaded solar cell consumes power and generates heat. The solar cell can be prevented from being conducted
in a reverse breakdown state by setting the lower limit value of the target output voltage using General Formula (1).
Thus, the solar power generation system can reduce abnormal heat generation of the solar cells by control.
[0008] In the solar power generation system according to the aspect of the present disclosure, the control device may
be configured to determine whether or not at least a part of the solar cells is shaded. In such a case, the control device
may be configured to set the lower limit value of the target output voltage when the control device determines that at
least a part of the solar cells is shaded.
[0009] The aspect of the present disclosure enables setting the lower limit value of the target output voltage when the
control device determines that at least a part of the solar cells is shaded, that is, when there is a possibility of satisfying
an abnormal heat generation condition.
[0010] The solar power generation system according to the aspect of the present disclosure may further include a first
diode and a second diode. In such a case, the solar cells may include a first series solar cell group and a second series
solar cell group. The first diode and the first series solar cell group may be connected in parallel with each other. The
second diode and the second series solar cell group may be connected in parallel with each other. The control device
may be configured to determine whether or not at least one of the first diode and the second diode has an open fault.
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The control device may be configured to set the lower limit value of the target output voltage when the control device
determines that at least one of the first diode and the second diode has an open fault.
[0011] The aspect of the present disclosure enables setting the lower limit value of the target output voltage when the
control device determines that at least one of the first diode and the second diode has an open fault, that is, when there
is a possibility of satisfying the abnormal heat generation condition.
[0012] The solar power generation system according to the aspect of the present disclosure may further include an
imaging device configured to acquire a captured image of a surface of the solar cells. The control device may be connected
with the imaging device and may be configured to determine whether or not at least a part of the solar cells is shaded,
based on the image acquired by the imaging device.
[0013] The present disclosure enables reducing abnormal heat generation of solar cells by control.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Features, advantages, and technical and industrial significance of exemplary embodiments of the invention will
be described below with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which like numerals denote like elements, and
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a solar power generation system according to a first embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a plan view illustrating a solar module in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating a current-voltage characteristic of the solar module in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart describing an output determination process of the solar power generation system in FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a plan view illustrating a solar module according to a modification example;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a solar power generation system according to a second embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart describing a target output voltage determination process;
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a solar power generation system according to a third embodiment; and
FIG. 9 is a flowchart describing a target output voltage determination process.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0015] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclosure will be described with reference to the drawings. In the
following description, the same or corresponding elements will be designated by the same reference signs and will be
described once.

First Embodiment

Configuration of Solar Power Generation System 100

[0016] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a solar power generation system 100 according to a first embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a plan view illustrating a solar module 1 in FIG. 1. The solar power generation system 100 is a system that
generates power by using sunlight and stores the power. As illustrated in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the solar power generation
system 100 includes the solar module 1, a voltmeter 2, an ammeter 3, a DC-DC converter 4 (one example of a power
converter), a storage battery 5, and a control device 6.
[0017] The solar module 1 is a component configured by combining a plurality of elements generating power by using
sunlight into a unit. The solar module 1 outputs power. The solar module 1 has a plurality of solar cells 10 and output
terminals 13, 14.
[0018] Each solar cell 10 is an energy conversion element. When each solar cell 10 receives sunlight on a light
reception surface thereof, each solar cell 10 converts the energy of the received sunlight into power and outputs the
power. Each solar cell 10 is not limited to a specific configuration and employs a known solar cell.
[0019] The solar cells 10 have the same configuration and are connected in series. That is, the solar cells 10 are
electrically connected to each other in series. The solar cells 10 form a plurality of series solar cell groups 11. The series
solar cell groups 11 are connected in series. In the present embodiment, the solar cells 10 form three series solar cell
groups 11. Specifically, the total number of solar cells 10 is 36, and the number of solar cells 10 forming each series
solar cell group 11 is 12.
[0020] The output terminal 13 is a terminal that is disposed at a low electric potential power output end of the solar
module 1. The output terminal 13 is electrically connected to, for example, a low electric potential power input terminal
of the DC-DC converter 4. The output terminal 14 is a terminal that is disposed at a high electric potential power output
end of the solar module 1. The output terminal 14 is electrically connected to, for example, a high electric potential power
input terminal of the DC-DC converter 4.
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[0021] The voltmeter 2 is a meter that measures a voltage (difference in electric potential) in an electric circuit. The
voltmeter 2 is connected in parallel with the solar module 1. More specifically, the voltmeter 2 is electrically connected
between the output terminal 13 and the output terminal 14 of the solar module 1 and measures a voltage output by the
solar module 1. The ammeter 3 is a meter that measures a current in an electric circuit. The ammeter 3 is connected in
series with the solar module 1. More specifically, the ammeter 3 is electrically connected to the output terminal 14 of the
solar module 1 and measures a current output from the solar module 1.
[0022] The DC-DC converter 4 is a device that converts power. The DC-DC converter 4 is connected to the solar
module 1. In FIG. 1, the DC-DC converter 4 is electrically connected between the solar module 1 and the storage battery
5. The DC-DC converter 4 controls the output voltage of the solar module 1 such that the output voltage matches a
target output voltage. The output voltage that is controlled to match the target output voltage is converted into a prede-
termined voltage by the DC-DC converter 4. More specifically, the DC-DC converter 4 converts the voltage and the
current output by the solar module 1 and outputs the converted voltage and the converted current to the storage battery
5. The DC-DC converter 4 is not limited to a specific configuration and employs a known DC-DC converter.
[0023] The storage battery 5 is a battery that can be charged with power input from the solar module 1. The storage
battery 5 is not limited to a specific battery and may be any battery that can be charged and discharged repeatedly.
[0024] The control device 6 is a calculation device and is configured as a general computer including, for example, a
central processing unit (CPU), a read-only memory (ROM), and a random access memory (RAM). The control device
6 is connected to the DC-DC converter 4 and controls operation of the DC-DC converter 4. Specifically, the control
device 6 determines the target output voltage of the DC-DC converter 4.
[0025] The control device 6, for example, determines a target output voltage that achieves the maximum output power
of the solar module 1. The control device 6 can employ various known methods. For example, the control device 6
controls the operation of the DC-DC converter 4 such that a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control is executed
in the solar power generation system 100. The MPPT control is a control method that changes the output voltage of the
solar module 1, compares power before and after the change in the voltage, and employs a voltage which achieves
more power. More specifically, the control device 6 calculates the power generated by the solar module 1 based on the
voltage measured by the voltmeter 2 and the current measured by the ammeter 3.
[0026] The control device 6 sets a lower limit value of the target output voltage by using General Formula (1). 

[0027] In the general formula, Irr denotes a used light intensity, and T denotes a temperature. VTL(Irr, T) denotes the
lower limit value of the target output voltage under a certain used light intensity and a certain temperature. VOC(Irr, T)
denotes an open-circuit voltage of the solar module 1 under a certain used light intensity and a certain temperature. The
number of solar cells connected in series is denoted by n. VBD(T) denotes a positive value of a reverse breakdown
voltage of one of the solar cells at a certain temperature. A tolerable error is denoted by α. The reason for employing
such a lower limit value is to prevent generation of heat by the solar cell 10 that is shaded. Details will be described below.
[0028] The open-circuit voltage VOC of the solar module 1 is measured by a measurement method defined in, for
example, IEC60904-1 that is an International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard. The open-circuit voltage Voc
depends on the used light intensity. The open-circuit voltage VOC used in General Formula (1) may be, for example, the
open-circuit voltage of the solar module 1 (the open-circuit voltage between the output terminal 13 and the output terminal
14) when the solar module 1 receives sunlight corresponding to an upper limit of the used light intensity (the light intensity
when the solar module 1 is in use). More specifically, a specific range of the upper limit value of the used light intensity
is, for example, 300 W/m2 to 1,000 W/m2. The open-circuit voltage Voc of the solar module 1 depends on the temperature.
For example, the open-circuit voltage Voc of the solar module 1 has temperature dependence such that the open-circuit
voltage VOC rises in proportion to a decrease in the temperature of each solar cell 10. The open-circuit voltage VOC used
in General Formula (1) may be the open-circuit voltage of the solar module 1 at a lower limit temperature of each solar
cell 10 in use. A specific temperature range of the lower limit temperature is -30°C to 90°C.
[0029] The reverse breakdown voltage VBD of each solar cell 10 is defined based on a current-voltage characteristic
of each solar cell 10. The reverse breakdown voltage VBD depends on the temperature. For example, the reverse
breakdown voltage VBD has temperature dependence such that the reverse breakdown voltage VBD is decreased in
proportion to a decrease in the temperature of each solar cell 10. The reverse breakdown voltage VBD of each solar cell
10 may be the reverse breakdown voltage of the solar module 1 at the lower limit temperature of each solar cell 10 in
use. A specific temperature range of the lower limit temperature is -30°C to 90°C. A method of defining the reverse
breakdown voltage VBD of each solar cell 10 will be described in detail below.
[0030] The tolerable error α is represented by the product of a tolerable current IT and a parasitic series resistance
R. The tolerable current IT is a current value that causes heat generation within a tolerable range when the current is
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conducted to the shaded solar cell 10 at a certain temperature. For example, the tolerable current IT is set such that a
generated heat amount VBD·I [W] at a current I falls within a tolerable range corresponding to heat resistance of the
solar module 1. The amount of generated heat within the tolerable range is, for example, 20 W to 30 W. The parasitic
series resistance R is the total parasitic series resistance of the solar module 1 and the path from the solar module 1 to
a point at which the voltmeter 2 is connected.
[0031] The control device 6 sets the lower limit value to determine the target output voltage that is greater than or
equal to the lower limit value. There are several methods of determining the target output voltage by using the lower
limit value. As a first method, the control device 6 first sets a voltage range that is greater than or equal to the lower limit
value, and determines the target output voltage within the set voltage range by using a known method. As a second
method, the control device 6 first determines a tentative target output voltage by using a known method, and compares
the determined tentative target output voltage with the lower limit value. When the determined tentative target output
voltage is greater than or equal to the lower limit value, the control device 6 employs the determined tentative target
output voltage as the target output voltage. When the determined tentative target output voltage is less than the lower
limit value, the control device 6 discards the determined tentative target output voltage and compares the next available
target output voltage with the lower limit value. The control device 6 repeats the process to determine the target output
voltage.
[0032] The control device 6 outputs a control value corresponding to the determined target output voltage to the DC-
DC converter 4. The control value is, for example, a duty cycle of the DC-DC converter 4.

Principle of Abnormal Heat Generation

[0033] A condition for having abnormal heat generation of each solar cell 10 will be described. When the solar module
1 does not have a bypass diode, the abnormal heat generation condition is established when two conditions are satisfied.
A first condition is that a partial area or the entire area of the light reception surface of at least one solar cell 10 of the
solar module 1 is shaded. Shade means shadow that is caused when sunlight is blocked in a circumstance having
sunlight. A cause of blocking of sunlight for a part of the solar cells 10 is considered to be, for example, weather, adhesion
of a blocking object such as droppings of birds, or damage or modification in a cell surface layer due to a collision of a
flying object. When all of the solar cells 10 are shaded, abnormal heat generation is obviously not caused. The case
where all of the solar cells 10 are shaded will be excluded from the following description.
[0034] When at least one solar cell 10 is shaded, the output current of the solar module 1 is limited to the current value
of the shaded solar cell 10. A second condition is that the output voltage of the solar module 1 falls within a predetermined
range. Hereinafter, the range of the output voltage of the solar module 1 causing abnormal heat generation will be
described in detail.
[0035] FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating a current-voltage characteristic of the solar module 1 in FIG. 1. In FIG. 3, a horizontal
axis denotes a voltage V output by the solar module 1, and a vertical axis denotes the current I output by the solar
module 1. In a first quadrant (V > 0 and I > 0) in FIG. 3, the solar module 1 functions as a battery (forward bias). In a
second quadrant (V < 0 and I > 0) in FIG. 3, the solar module 1 functions as a load (reverse bias).
[0036] A graph X in broken lines illustrates a current-voltage characteristic of one shaded solar cell 10 (a part or the
entirety of the light reception surface of the solar cell 10 is shaded). The graph X intersects the horizontal axis at an
open-circuit voltage VCELL of one solar cell 10. In the graph X, the current rises in proportion to a decrease in voltage.
However, since the solar cell 10 is shaded, the solar cell 10 is saturated at a comparatively low current value (A1 in FIG. 3).
[0037] As illustrated in the graph X, the current is sharply and linearly increased (A2 in FIG. 3) when a reverse voltage
is applied to the solar cell 10 (a first voltage range RV1 in FIG. 3) and is decreased to a predetermined value (the absolute
value of the reverse voltage is increased to the predetermined value). The reverse breakdown voltage VBD of the solar
cell 10 can be defined as a positive value of a voltage at a point where a line (A3 in FIG. 3) acquired by approximating
the A2 part of the graph X with a straight line intersects the horizontal axis.
[0038] A graph Y in a solid line is a current-voltage characteristic of the solar module 1 that includes one shaded solar
cell 10. Operation of the solar module 1 is controlled in the area of the first quadrant. The graph Y intersects the horizontal
axis at the open-circuit voltage VOC of the solar module 1 having n solar cells 10. In the graph Y, the current rises in
proportion to a decrease in the output voltage. However, since one solar cell 10 is shaded, the output current that can
flow in the solar cell 10 is the upper limit of the output current. Consequently, the solar module 1 is saturated at a
comparatively low current value (A4 and a third voltage range RV3 in FIG. 3).
[0039] As illustrated in the graph Y, the output current is sharply and linearly increased (A5 and a second voltage
range RV2 in FIG. 3) when the reverse voltage applied to the shaded solar cell 10 is decreased to an output voltage
acquired by subtracting the reverse breakdown voltage VBD from the output voltage corresponding to the open-circuit
voltage of each of the (n-1) solar cells 10 (the absolute value of the reverse voltage is increased to a predetermined
value). The second voltage range RV2 is represented in General Formula (2). 
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[0040] When the target output voltage of the solar module 1 is within the second voltage range RV2, the shaded solar
cell 10 is conducted in a reverse breakdown state. In such a case, the solar cell 10 generates heat.
[0041] When the control device 6 determines the target output voltage by the MPPT control, a first power point M1
may be selected as the maximum output value. When the target output voltage is fixed within the second voltage range
RV2 with the first power point M1 as a reference, the state of abnormal heat generation of the shaded solar cell 10 may
continue. That is, the problem of abnormal heat generation of the solar cells 10 is more noticeable when the control
device 6 determines the target output voltage by the MPPT control.

Lower Limit Value of Target Output Voltage

[0042] As described above, heat is generated when the target output voltage is set within the second voltage range
RV2. The control device 6 sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage by using General Formula (1) to prevent
the target output voltage from being set within the second voltage range RV2. Accordingly, the second condition which
is the abnormal heat generation condition is not satisfied. In the example in FIG. 3, the first power point M1 is not selected,
and a second power point M2 is selected. Accordingly, the solar power generation system 100 can reduce abnormal
heat generation of the solar cells 10 by control.
[0043] In the description illustrating one shaded solar cell 10, when, for example, m (m is greater than or equal to two)
solar cells 10 are shaded, a coefficient m is attached to -VBD in General Formula (1). The value of the left-hand side of
General Formula (1) is further decreased. Accordingly, when General Formula (1) is satisfied in the description where
one solar cell 10 is shaded, General Formula (1) is also satisfied when m solar cells 10 are shaded.

Lower Limit Value Setting Process of Solar Power Generation System 100

[0044] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an output determination process of the solar power generation system 100.
The flowchart illustrated in FIG. 4 is executed by the control device 6 when an output is acquired from the solar module 1.
[0045] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the control device 6 starts from a lower limit value setting process (S12). As the lower
limit value setting process (S12), the control device 6 sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage. The control
device 6 sets the lower limit value calculated by using General Formula (1) as the lower limit value of the target output
voltage.
[0046] Next, as a target output voltage determination process (S14), the control device 6 determines the target output
voltage within a range greater than or equal to the lower limit value set in the lower limit value setting process (S12)
such that the maximum output is acquired from the solar module 1. The control device 6 determines the target output
voltage that is used in, for example, the MPPT control. The control device 6 determines the target output voltage at a
predetermined timing or cycle before an MPPT control termination condition such as switching a power source of the
solar power generation system 100 OFF is satisfied, that is, during execution of the MPPT control. When the control
device 6 terminates the target output voltage determination process (S14), the control device 6 terminates the flowchart
of the output determination process illustrated in FIG. 4. The control device 6 may dynamically set the lower limit value
of the target output voltage during execution of the MPPT control. Such a case is realized by the control device 6
repeatedly executing the lower limit value setting process (S12) and reflecting the lower limit value set at each moment
on the target output voltage determination process (S14). The process heretofore sets the lower limit value of the target
output voltage and determines the target output voltage that is greater than or equal to the lower limit value.

Modification Example 1

[0047] The solar module 1 may include a unit that bypasses the input and the output of the series solar cell group 11
in which a part of the solar module 1 is shaded. FIG. 5 is a plan view illustrating a solar module 1A according to Modification
Example 1. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the solar module 1A has the same configuration as the solar module 1 except for
including bypass diodes 12A to 12C. Hereinafter, the bypass diodes 12A to 12C may be collectively referred to as a
bypass diode 12.
[0048] The solar cells 10 connected in series are divided into the series solar cell groups 11. In FIG. 5, the solar cells
10 connected in series are divided into a series solar cell group 11A (one example of a first series solar cell group), a
series solar cell group 11B (one example of a second series solar cell group), and a series solar cell group 11C.
Hereinafter, the series solar cell groups 11A to 11C may be collectively referred to as the series solar cell group 11.
[0049] The bypass diode 12 is an element that has a rectifying action. One bypass diode 12 is disposed for the series
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solar cell group 11. The bypass diode 12 is disposed to connect a high electric potential power output end and a low
electric potential power output end of the series solar cell group 11. That is, the bypass diode 12 is connected in parallel
with the series solar cell group 11 (electrically connected in parallel with each other). For example, the bypass diode
12A (one example of a first diode) is connected in parallel with the series solar cell group 11A. The bypass diode 12B
(one example of a second diode) is connected in parallel with the series solar cell group 11B. The bypass diode 12C is
connected in parallel with the series solar cell group 11C.
[0050] The bypass diode 12 is disposed to have a forward direction from the low electric potential power output end
to the high electric potential power output end of the series solar cell group 11. When a predetermined or higher forward
voltage is applied in the bypass diode 12, a current flows from the low electric potential power output end to the high
electric potential power output end of the series solar cell group 11. Thus, when the solar cell 10 is shaded, the bypass
diode 12 acts to bypass the current that cannot flow in the series solar cell group 11 including the solar cell 10. The
control device 6 sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage. Thus, even when a part of the solar cells 10 is
shaded with the bypass diode 12 having an open fault, abnormal heat generation of the solar cells 10 can be reduced.

Conclusion of First Embodiment

[0051] The solar power generation system 100 according to the first embodiment heretofore sets the lower limit value
of the target output voltage by using General Formula (1). When the target output voltage is below the lower limit value
set by using General Formula (1) with at least a part of the solar cells 10 shaded, the shaded solar cell 10 is conducted
in a reverse breakdown state. In such a case, the shaded solar cell 10 consumes power and generates heat. The solar
cell 10 can be prevented from being conducted in a reverse breakdown state by setting the lower limit value of the target
output voltage using General Formula (1). Thus, the solar power generation system 100 can reduce abnormal heat
generation of the solar cells 10 by control.
[0052] The problem of abnormal heat generation of the solar cells 10 is more noticeable when the control device 6
determines the target output voltage by the MPPT control. The solar power generation system 100 according to the first
embodiment can reduce abnormal heat generation of the solar cells 10 by control even when the solar power generation
system 100 determines the target output voltage by the MPPT control.

Second Embodiment

[0053] In the solar power generation system 100 according to the first embodiment, the control device 6 sets the lower
limit value of the target output voltage at all times by using General Formula (1). However, when there is no shaded
solar cell 10, abnormal heat generation is not caused even when the target output voltage that is less than or equal to
the lower limit value set by using General Formula (1) is determined. Accordingly, provided that the lower limit value can
be set when there is a possibility of having abnormal heat generation, a settable voltage range of the target output
voltage can be enlarged when there is no possibility of having abnormal heat generation. Consequently, the total amount
of power generated by the solar power generation system 100 may be increased. In a solar power generation system
100A according to a second embodiment, when there is a possibility of having abnormal heat generation, the target
output voltage is determined after the lower limit value of the target output voltage is set. When there is no possibility of
having abnormal heat generation, the target output voltage is determined without setting the lower limit value of the
target output voltage.

Configuration of Solar Power Generation System 100A

[0054] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating the solar power generation system 100A according to the second embod-
iment. The solar power generation system 100A has the same configuration as the solar power generation system 100
according to the first embodiment except for including an imaging device 7 and a shade determination unit 8 and having
a different function for a control device.
[0055] The imaging device 7 and the shade determination unit 8 are configured to be capable of exchanging information
with each other. The control device 6A and the shade determination unit 8 are configured to be capable of exchanging
information with each other. The method of exchanging information is not particularly limited. For example, the control
device 6A and the shade determination unit 8 may be electrically connected through wiring or the like, may be connected
to be capable of wireless communication or wired communication, or may be configured to be capable of referencing a
shared external storage medium.
[0056] The imaging device 7 is a device that includes an imaging element. The imaging device 7 is disposed to acquire
a captured image of the surface of the solar cells 10. The imaging device 7 is, for example, a camera.
[0057] The shade determination unit 8 is a calculation device and is configured as a general computer including, for
example, a CPU, a ROM, and a RAM. The shade determination unit 8 acquires the image acquired by the imaging
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device 7. The shade determination unit 8 analyzes the image acquired by the imaging device 7 and determines whether
or not at least a part of the solar cells 10 is shaded. The analysis method can employ a known image processing technology.
[0058] The control device 6A is the same as the control device 6 except for setting the lower limit value of the target
output voltage when a condition is satisfied. The control device 6A acquires a determination result of the shade deter-
mination unit 8. When the shade determination unit 8 determines that at least a part of the solar cells 10 is shaded, the
control device 6A sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage.

Lower Limit Value Setting Process of Solar Power Generation System 100A

[0059] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an output determination process of the solar power generation system 100A.
The flowchart illustrated in FIG. 7 is executed by the shade determination unit 8 and the control device 6A when an
output is acquired from the solar module 1.
[0060] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the solar power generation system 100A starts from a shade determination process
(S20). As the shade determination process (S20), the shade determination unit 8 determines whether or not at least a
part of the solar cells 10 is shaded, based on the image acquired by the imaging device 7.
[0061] When the shade determination unit 8 determines that at least a part of the solar cells 10 is shaded (YES in
S20), the control device 6A sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage as a lower limit value setting process
(S22). The control device 6A sets the lower limit value calculated by using General Formula (1) as the lower limit value
of the target output voltage. Next, a target output voltage determination process (S24) is executed.
[0062] As the target output voltage determination process (S24), the control device 6A determines the target output
voltage within a range greater than or equal to the lower limit value set in the lower limit value setting process (S22)
such that the maximum output is acquired from the solar module 1.
[0063] When the shade determination unit 8 does not determine that at least a part of the solar cells 10 is shaded (NO
in S20), the control device 6A executes the target output voltage determination process (S24) without executing the
lower limit value setting process (S22). As the target output voltage determination process (S24), the control device 6A
determines the target output voltage without limitations on the voltage range such that the maximum output is acquired
from the solar module 1.
[0064] The solar power generation system 100A terminates the flowchart of the output determination process illustrated
in FIG. 7 when the target output voltage determination process (S24) is terminated. When the target output voltage is
dynamically set, the solar power generation system 100A executes the terminated flowchart of the output determination
process again from the beginning. The process heretofore sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage when
there is a possibility of satisfying the abnormal heat generation condition, and determines the target output voltage that
is greater than or equal to the lower limit value.
[0065] The solar power generation system 100A according to the second embodiment may employ Modification Ex-
ample 1 according to the first embodiment.

Conclusion of Second Embodiment

[0066] The solar power generation system 100A according to the second embodiment heretofore sets the lower limit
value of the target output voltage by using General Formula (1) when the shade determination unit 8 determines that at
least a part of the solar cells 10 is shaded, that is, when there is a possibility of satisfying the abnormal heat generation
condition. The solar power generation system 100A dynamically sets the lower limit value and thus, can reduce abnormal
heat generation of the solar cells 10 by control and increase the total amount of power generated by the solar power
generation system 100A.

Third Embodiment

[0067] In the solar power generation system 100 according to the first embodiment, the control device 6 sets the lower
limit value of the target output voltage by using General Formula (1) even when the solar module 1A including the bypass
diode 12 is employed. However, when the bypass diode 12 does not have an open fault, abnormal heat generation is
not caused even when the target output voltage that is less than or equal to the lower limit value set by using General
Formula (1) is determined. Accordingly, provided that the lower limit value can be set when there is a possibility of having
abnormal heat generation, a settable voltage range of the target output voltage can be enlarged when there is no
possibility of having abnormal heat generation. Consequently, the total amount of power generated by the solar power
generation system 100 may be increased. In a solar power generation system 100B according to a third embodiment,
when there is a possibility of having abnormal heat generation, the target output voltage is determined after the lower
limit value of the target output voltage is set, in the same manner as the second embodiment. When there is no possibility
of having abnormal heat generation, the target output voltage is determined without setting the lower limit value of the
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target output voltage.

Configuration of Solar Power Generation System 100B

[0068] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the solar power generation system 100B according to the third embodiment.
The solar power generation system 100B has the same configuration as Modification Example 1 (the example that
includes the solar module 1A including the bypass diode 12) of the solar power generation system 100 according to the
first embodiment except for including a fault determination unit 9 and having a different function for a control device.
[0069] The solar module 1A and the fault determination unit 9 are configured to be capable of exchanging information
with each other. A control device 6B and the fault determination unit 9 are configured to be capable of exchanging
information with each other. The method of exchanging information is not particularly limited. For example, the control
device 6B and the fault determination unit 9 may be electrically connected through wiring or the like, may be connected
to be capable of wireless communication or wired communication, or may be configured to be capable of referencing a
shared external storage medium.
[0070] The fault determination unit 9 is a calculation device and is configured as a general computer including, for
example, a CPU, a ROM, and a RAM. The fault determination unit 9 acquires measurement information from the solar
module 1A in order to determine whether or not the bypass diode 12 has an open fault. One example of the measurement
information is, for example, a current value and a voltage value flowing in the bypass diode 12.
[0071] The fault determination unit 9 may, for example, compare a current-voltage characteristic of the bypass diode
12 in normal operation with a current-voltage characteristic of the bypass diode 12 based on the measurement information
to determine whether or not the bypass diode 12 has an open fault. Alternatively, the fault determination unit 9 may
determine whether or not the bypass diode 12 has an open fault based on a current value that flows from a negative
electrode to a positive electrode of the solar module 1A when a reverse voltage is applied to the solar module 1A.
[0072] Alternatively, the fault determination unit 9 may determine a fault by using a determination circuit that is disposed
in the solar module 1A. The determination circuit is disposed for each series solar cell group 11 of the solar module 1A.
That is, the fault determination unit 9 determines whether or not each bypass diode 12 has an open fault. The determination
circuit includes a series circuit of an LED and an LED drive circuit, and a polarity switch. The series circuit is connected
in parallel with the bypass diode 12 in the same forward direction. The polarity switch switches connection polarity
between an anode side end and a cathode side end of the parallel circuit of the bypass diode 12 and the series circuit,
and a positive electrode terminal and a negative electrode terminal that are externally connected. When the LED is
turned off in a state of generating power by receiving sunlight and then, is turned on at the time of switching the polarity,
the fault determination unit 9 determines that the bypass diode 12 has an open fault. Accordingly, the fault determination
unit 9 determines whether or not at least one of the bypass diodes 12A to 12C has an open fault.
[0073] The control device 6B is the same as the control device 6 except for setting the lower limit value of the target
output voltage when a condition is satisfied. The control device 6B acquires a determination result of the fault determination
unit 9. When the fault determination unit 9 determines that at least one of the bypass diodes 12A to 12C has an open
fault, the control device 6B sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage by using General Formula (1).

Lower Limit Value Setting Process of Solar Power Generation System 100B

[0074] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an output determination process of the solar power generation system 100B.
The flowchart illustrated in FIG. 9 is executed by the fault determination unit 9 and the control device 6B when an output
is acquired from the solar module 1A.
[0075] As illustrated in FIG. 9, the solar power generation system 100B starts from a fault determination process (S30).
As the fault determination process (S30), the fault determination unit 9 determines whether or not at least one of the
bypass diodes 12A to 12C has an open fault based on the measurement information.
[0076] When the fault determination unit 9 determines that at least one of the bypass diodes 12A to 12C has an open
fault (YES in S30), the control device 6B sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage as a lower limit value
setting process (S32). The control device 6B sets the lower limit value calculated by using General Formula (1) as the
lower limit value of the target output voltage. Next, a target output voltage determination process (S34) is executed.
[0077] As the target output voltage determination process (S34), the control device 6B determines the target output
voltage within a range greater than or equal to the lower limit value set in the lower limit value setting process (S32)
such that the maximum output is acquired from the solar module 1A.
[0078] When the fault determination unit 9 determines that all of the bypass diodes 12A to 12C do not have an open
fault (NO in S30), the control device 6B executes the target output voltage determination process (S34) without executing
the lower limit value setting process (S32). As the target output voltage determination process (S34), the control device
6B determines the target output voltage without limitations on the voltage range such that the maximum output is acquired
from the solar module 1A.
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[0079] The solar power generation system 100B terminates the flowchart of the output determination process illustrated
in FIG. 9 when the target output voltage determination process (S34) is terminated. When the target output voltage is
dynamically set, the solar power generation system 100B executes the terminated flowchart of the output determination
process again from the beginning. The process heretofore sets the lower limit value of the target output voltage when
there is a possibility of satisfying the abnormal heat generation condition, and determines the target output voltage that
is greater than or equal to the lower limit value.

Conclusion of Third Embodiment

[0080] The solar power generation system 100B according to the third embodiment heretofore sets the lower limit
value of the target output voltage by using General Formula (1) when the fault determination unit 9 determines that at
least one of the bypass diodes 12A to 12C has an open fault, that is, when there is a possibility of satisfying the abnormal
heat generation condition. The solar power generation system 100B dynamically sets the lower limit value and thus, can
reduce abnormal heat generation of the solar cells 10 by control and increase the total amount of power generated by
the solar power generation system 100B.
[0081] The present disclosure is not limited to the embodiments. The present disclosure can be embodied in various
forms that are achieved by carrying out various modifications or improvements to the embodiments based on the knowl-
edge of those skilled in the art.
[0082] The control devices 6, 6A, 6B may not execute the MPPT control. For example, the control devices 6, 6A, 6B
may execute a scanning control that scans a wide range of the voltage output from the solar modules 1, 1A to find the
maximum value of power. In such a case as well, the action and the effect of the embodiments are achieved in the solar
power generation systems 100, 100A, 100B.

Claims

1. A solar power generation system (100) comprising:

a solar module (1) in which a plurality of solar cells (10) are connected in series;
a power converter connected to the solar module (1), the power converter being configured to control an output
voltage of the solar module (1) such that the output voltage matches a target output voltage; and
a control device (6) configured to determine the target output voltage, the control device (6) being configured
to determine a lower limit value of the target output voltage based on a following general formula, 

where Irr denotes a used light intensity, T denotes a temperature, VTL(Irr, T) denotes the lower limit value of the
target output voltage under a certain used light intensity and a certain temperature, VOC(Irr, T) denotes an open-
circuit voltage of the solar module (1) under a certain used light intensity and a certain temperature, n denotes
the number of the solar cells (10) connected in series, VBD(T) denotes a positive value of a reverse breakdown
voltage of one of the solar cells (10) at a certain temperature, and α denotes a tolerable error.

2. The solar power generation system (100A) according to claim 1, wherein:

the control device (6A) is configured to determine whether or not at least a part of the solar cells (10) is shaded; and
the control device (6A) is configured to set the lower limit value of the target output voltage when the control
device (6A) determines that at least a part of the solar cells (10) is shaded.

3. The solar power generation system (100; 100B) according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising:

a first diode; and
a second diode, wherein:

the solar cells (10) include a first series solar cell group and a second series solar cell group;
the first diode and the first series solar cell group are connected in parallel with each other;
the second diode and the second series solar cell group are connected in parallel with each other;
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the control device (6; 6B) is configured to determine whether or not at least one of the first diode and the
second diode has an open fault; and
the control device (6; 6B) is configured to set the lower limit value of the target output voltage when the
control device (6; 6B) determines that at least one of the first diode and the second diode has an open fault.

4. The solar power generation system (100A) according to claim 2, further comprising an imaging device (7) configured
to acquire a captured image of a surface of the solar cells (10), wherein:

the control device (6A) is connected with the imaging device (7); and
the control device (6A) is configured to determine whether or not at least a part of the solar cells (10) is shaded,
based on the image acquired by the imaging device (7).
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